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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to determine how changing 
economic conditions in the wake of the American Civil War 
served to alter concepts of gender roles. In addition,, this 
study will examine the experiences of one Virginia family 
throughout the nineteenth century.
Drawing primarily on the correspondence of the Powell 
family, this study examines changes in societal attitudes 
toward female education and employment. Although antebellum 
society considered an education to be a mark of status, the 
knowledge and intellectual skills acquired at elite 
seminaries allowed women to obtain employment after the war. 
The Powells had trained women in traditional accomplishments 
in their Winchester academy before the war, but by working as 
private tutors during the war and again as academy 
proprietors after the war, the Powell daughters participated 
in the expansion of women's employment. Despite societal 
attempts to restrict female involvement in the workforce, 
financial necessity and the benefits of employment overcame 
customary expectations of female isolation.
v
THOSE WHO ARE COMPELLED TO BE EMPLOYED
WOMEN, WORK, AND EDUCATION 
IN THE POWELL FAMILY OF VIRGINIA
INTRODUCTION
In the aftermath of the Civil War, societal conceptions 
of gender roles underwent a change as economic conditions 
forced Southern women into the workforce. The resultant 
independence was not an intentional outcome of employment; 
rather, employment of women was intended as a stopgap measure 
which inadvertently resulted in a greater breadth of 
opportunity. The isolation experienced by elite women prior 
to the Civil War ended as troop movements drove many from 
their homes, but by restricting'the types of employment 
considered suitable for ladies, society attempted to maintain 
standards of behavior which were obsolete and impractical in 
the postbellum South. Most women who entered the workforce 
did so as teachers, in response to society’s attempts to 
extend antebellum gender roles into a new environment. Such 
attempts were only partially successful, however, because the 
power obtained from a personal income encouraged many women 
to seek employment in spite of externally imposed 
limitations.
The Powell family of Virginia experienced these changes, 
anticipating them in some ways and making efforts to avoid
2
them in others. Their letters, which span the nineteenth
/
century, discuss events in their own lives as well as in the 
world at large. As descendants of important Virginians, they 
were members of the elite. Charles Powell's personal 
fortune, however, was not sufficient to include him in the 
upper class. His professions— lawyer and schoolmaster— while 
eminently respectable, placed him firmly in the bracket which 
eventually would grow into the middle class. Selina Powell, 
his wife, attempted to raise her six children in accordance 
with traditional mores. While her sons entered professions, 
her daughters were groomed for marriage and household 
management. She herself did not work outside the home, but 
served as a model of ideal feminine behavior and conduct.
Charles Powell's employment before the Civil War was a 
precursor of postbellum efforts by many former aristocrats to 
maintain economic independence. By running an elite academy 
for young women, however, he propagated traditional standards 
of female activities and opportunities. The subjects taught 
in his classroom were designed to provide young women with 
the knowledge and accomplishments most likely to help them in 
their matrimonial pursuits. This seminary, established in 
Winchester a few years before the war began, enabled him to 
maintain his status as a gentleman of few means as he 
supported his family with the proceeds of his profession.
With the outbreak of war, however, his daughters entered
4the workforce as they became refugees and were forced to 
support themselves. Although the family was scattered across 
the state, their correspondence indicates that Selina Powell 
attempted to monitor her daughters from afar. Her 
admonitions concerning behavior and deportment adhered 
strictly to antebellum standards, in spite of the fact that 
her three daughters were, as employees, clearly not within 
the bounds of traditional Southern femininity.
After the war, as the South slowly emerged from the 
devastation, the Powells continued to exhibit the tensions 
between tradition and economic necessity. Charles and his 
eldest daughter Rebecca established a second private academy 
in Alexandria, while another daughter married and exemplified 
the life Selina had advocated. As an independently employed 
spinster, Rebecca Powell was able to take advantage of new 
opportunities for women. Just as before the war, however, 
her involvement in education was an outgrowth of traditional 
female roles and enabled her to maintain a position of 
respectability in the community. Unlike her father, however, 
she used her school to prepare young women for their own 
careers as well as for marriage.
The combination of employment and education allowed the 
Powells to advocate traditional roles without adhering to 
them personally. By taking advantage of societal 
expectations of education, they were able to work outside the
home without losing status as ladies and gentlemen. As 
result, they were able to take advantage of society’s 
contradictory attempts to perpetuate antebellum female 
isolation while simultaneously involving women in the 
workforce. Independence was not an expected outcome of 
feminine employment, but economic necessity provided 
opportunities for those women who chose to utilize them.
CHAPTER I
Far Above Rubies
In early nineteenth-century Virginia, schoolteaching was 
an occupation for gentlemen. Members of the elite wanted 
their children to master not only the knowledge appropriate 
to those considered gentry, but the behavior fitting their 
station as well. For less fortunate men of genteel 
upbringing, therefore, teaching was an honorable means of 
earning one's keep.. As a junior member of a landed Loudoun 
County family, Charles Leven Powell was such a man. He could 
claim a Continental Army officer for his grandfather and a 
member of Congress for his father, but his personal finances 
did not reflect his connections to historic Virginia 
families. In a world where land and status were closely 
affiliated, professions had to be carefully chosen in order 
to avoid any loss of prestige.
From the beginning, Virginia derived most of its income 
from agriculture. The colony had been settled in the form of 
large land grants modeled on the estates of Kent and Sussex. 
While a handful of landowners were large-scale planters, the 
majority owned smaller farms which could be worked by family 
members. Wealth was not based on acreage alone, however, for
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vast holdings also required a large workforce. Few owned 
the hundreds of slaves indicated by popular tradition, but 
cultivation of large areas was impossible without a permanent 
supply of labor. Although the North was also heavily 
agricultural for a good portion of the nineteenth century, 
great concentrations of Southern wealth came not from the 
production and export of foodstuffs and livestock or from 
maritime and industrial pursuits, but from a few crops 
requiring the vast acreage of the plantation system. As 
economic historian Gavin Wright notes: "For over three
hundred years the prosperity of the South was tied to a 
handful of export staples— tobacco, rice, indigo, sugar and
predominantly, cotton."1
Southern commerce relied on river transportation, since 
oceangoing vessels could travel far up such rivers as the 
James and the Potomac. The need for coastal ports was 
therefore less pronounced than in the North, although a few 
cities did grow up at the farthest navigable points to permit 
inland farmers to bring their goods to market. Richmond and 
Petersburg both served the southern portion of the state, 
while Alexandria was the terminus for Potomac and Shenandoah
Valley produce seeking a market.2 These cities, along with 
Norfolk, provided Virginia with centers for shipping and 
marketing. They were not, however, the growing urban areas 
of the North and could not rival the attractions of
Philadelphia or New York. The nineteenth-century growth of 
industrialization in the North, combined with improved access 
to the backcountry via the railroads, shifted trade away from 
Virginia. Central locations and larger ports were more 
convenient for merchants, and Virginia's ports began to 
decline well before the Civil War. Although mercantile 
access to other regions and countries was limited, the South 
did not significantly diversify its investments during the 
antebellum period. Prestige came from the land and adherence 
to tradition, not from innovation and change.
The Powell family, while not among the wealthiest of 
Virginia dynasties, did hold elite status. The family owned 
a substantial estate in Loudoun County, and various members 
played a role in state and national affairs. Charles 
Powell's grandfather, Leven Powell, was a man of some 
prominence. Born in 1737, he inherited land in Loudoun 
County and erected a home known as "The Shades." Elected a 
justice of the peace for his county in 17 69, he went on to 
establish the local militia. During the Revolutionary War, 
he served in the regular army and was promoted to lieutenant 
colonel of the Sixteenth Regiment of the Continental Line. 
After his resignation due to ill health, he acted as a fiscal 
agent for Congress. He granted fifty acres of his land for 
the establishment of the town of Middleburg. Leven Powell 
was elected to the Virginia House of Delegates for five terms
9in 1119, 1181, 1788, 1791, and 1792, and was a member of
Virginia's ratification convention for the Constitution in 
1788. He served as a Federalist in the Sixth Congress (1799- 
1801) and cast the only Virginian electoral vote for John 
Adams during the Presidential election of 1796.
Additionally, he helped build a turnpike from Alexandria to
the upper country before his death in 1810.3
Colonel Powell's son Cuthbert was the seventh of eleven 
children, born in 1775. Cuthbert Powell studied law and was 
admitted to the bar in Alexandria, where he also served as 
mayor. He was apparently successful as both a lawyer and a 
merchant, as his future mother-in-law wrote: "This farm with
his town property makes him a rich man— so that one of my
children at least will be free from the trials of poverty."4 
After his marriage to Catherine Simms, Cuthbert Powell worked 
to develop "Llangollen," his Loudoun County estate. He held 
a number of local offices and was elected to the state senate 
in 1815. In 1828 and 1829 he was a member of the House of 
Delegates, and from 1841 to 1843 he served as a Whig in the
Twenty-Seventh Congress. He died at "Llangollen" in 1849.5
This representative tradition was apparently not passed 
on to Charles Leven Powell. The second son of Cuthbert 
Powell, Charles was born in 1804 and after attending a 
private seminary, graduated from Yale in 1825 as a member of
10
Phi Beta Kappa. In 1830 he married Selina Lloyd, daughter of 
Alexandria merchant John Lloyd. Selina's mother, Rebecca 
Janney, was the maternal aunt of university founder Johns 
Hopkins. After her death in 1819, John Lloyd married Ann 
Harriott Lee, daughter of former Alexandria mayor Edmund Lee. 
Ann Lee Lloyd was also a first cousin to Robert E. Lee, whose
future wife attended school with Selina.6 Both before and 
after his marriage to Selina Lloyd, Charles attempted to 
build a law practice in Leesburg. The shift in trade away 
from Virginia may have encouraged Charles to enter the legal 
profession rather than join his brothers in their mercantile 
pursuits. His attendance at the Winchester Academy and at 
Yale indicates that in addition to belonging to the elite, 
his family was sufficiently wealthy to send him away to
seminary and college.7 Similarly, the Lloyds sent Selina to 
an academy where she learned the subjects considered
appropriate for a young woman of her social standing.8 When 
her seminary education was completed, she embarked on a 
round, of visits. Mary Randolph Custis extended an invitation
for Christmas, promising parties and romances.9 Before her 
marriage to Charles, Selina wrote to him of her 1830 trip to 
Mount Vernon. "A great many entertaining people come here—  
not a day passes without bringing some new face," she
reported.10
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The two were married in 1830, probably within six months 
of Selina's visit to Mount Vernon. In March 1833, Charles 
wrote of the birth of his second daughter: "Well though it is 
but a gal if it is like the other it is well worth a father's 
affection and under God's protection it may someday ripen
into a woman sweet as its mother."11 This new child was 
Harriotte Lee Powell, called "Hattie," and "the other" was 
Rebecca Catherine Powell, born in 1831 and sometimes called 
"Bee." Lloyd Powell came next, sometime around 1834, 
followed by Charles Leven Powell, Jr., in 1835. Mary. E. 
Powell, called Minna, was born in 1837, and Selina L. Powell 
in 1842. Charles, Jr., and the younger Selina were called 
"Charlie" and "Nina," respectively, to distinguish them from
their parents.12
The family lived near Leesburg, where Charles planned to 
support his family by practicing law. Family tradition says 
that he was largely unsuccessful, but census records indicate 
that in 1840 the household included ten slaves, seven of whom 
were between ten and thirty-five years of age, and three of 
whom were below the age of ten. Four of these slaves were 
involved in agricultural production, suggesting a sizeable 
household staff. None of the letters mentions slave 
ownership, and no family member discussed attitudes toward
slavery or race in the surviving correspondence.13 Ten
12
slaves, three of whom were unlikely to produce much income 
due to their youth, represent a significant investment; they 
might have been a portion of Selina's dowry, thereby 
eliminating any purchase costs, but food, clothing, shelter, 
and medical care would have to be supplied. Additionally, 
the employment of four people in agriculture demonstrates 
that Charles and Selina either operated a farm or hired them 
out to others. The 1850 census records his occupation as
"Farmer" and notes that he owned $6500 in real estate.14 As 
lawyer and farmer he seemed unable to support his family in 
the style he would have chosen. In an attempt to better 
their circumstances, a significant change was necessary.
Charles, Selina, and their children remained in Leesburg 
until 1851, when the family moved to Henry, in north-central 
Illinois. Two of Selina’s brothers were already established 
in the town, and Lloyd had gone ahead to join his uncles in 
their land business. In April he wrote to tell his mother to 
bring a servant with her, as few were to be found in
Illinois.15 Although the Powells lived in Marshall County 
some 100 miles from Chicago, tax receipts and quitclaim deeds 
indicate that they accumulated land in a number of Illinois 
counties. Some of the land was obtained from Selina's 
brothers, Richard, Frederick, and George Francis Lloyd, but 
even after leaving Illinois to return to Virginia in 1855, 
the Powells continued to buy land from a number of different
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people.16 Charles paid taxes in the counties of Mercer, 
Marshall, Putnam, Calhoun, Pike, and Peoria. Lloyd acquired 
land in his own name in Henry, as well as in Peoria, Warren,
Schuyler, Hancock, McDonough, and Brown counties.17 While the 
Powells lived in Illinois, they were able to see the growth 
of a frontier town that was vastly different from established 
cities such as Alexandria. In 1853, Selina wrote to her 
father:
The gentlemen think the town is still 
improving. We have a newspaper this 
year. A steam mill is being erected.
An Odd Fellows Hall is to be built
just opposite our store in the spring.
We hope to have a railroad passing
through, but that is not certain yet.18
Although the letters do not reveal the reason for the 
family’s return to Virginia in 1855, dissatisfaction with 
Henry does not seem to have been the cause. More likely was 
a desire to reunite with family and friends after Minna 
Powell’s death at the age of seventeen during the 1854
cholera epidemic.19 For much of their residence in Illinois, 
the Powells endured separations as Rebecca attended school
and visited with family members in Virginia. Minna's death
may have^made geographic estrangements more pronounced and 
would account for the departure of Charles, Selina, and the
14
three surviving daughters, while Lloyd and Charlie remained 
in 11linois .
The move to Henry had enabled the Powell women to see 
more of the world than did many antebellum women. Anne Firor 
Scott writes: "For most women, life was narrow and provin­
cial . . . life quite naturally centered on the family, and
letters are filled with detailed reports on uncles, aunts,
parents, and children."20 Girls were largely confined to 
their parents' homes, where they learned the domestic skills 
necessary for household management. Where boys might expect 
to enter one of the genteel professions such as law or 
medicine, girls planned to marry and relocate to their 
husband's homes, where they could expect to live lives much 
like those of their mothers, raising children and managing 
the household. Attendance at a select seminary enabled a 
girl to make friends with others of comparable social 
standing and provided her with new knowledge and skills that 
marked her as a young lady of distinction.
Elite women used their social skills to establish 
themselves as suitable wives, and antebellum academies served 
as training grounds for the parlors and ballrooms where 
courtship took place. While seminaries produced women who 
were accomplished and informed on a number of subjects, they 
did not suggest new avenues for the interests fostered within 
their walls. Women were to utilize their intellects, but
15
they were encouraged only to become homemakers like their 
mothers.
After their return from Illinois, Charles and Selina 
settled in Winchester and founded a private girls' school, 
beginning the career that would support the family for the 
rest of the century. An emphasis on intellect rather than 
accomplishments was a new development in female education and
arose primarily in schools directed by men.21 Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles L. Powell's Seminary for Young Ladies was modeled 
along these lines, and Charles encouraged his daughters to 
exercise their minds in their reading and studies. "I am 
glad to hear you discover new beauties in Milton's Works, and 
enjoy them so much. It is a proof of the development and 
expansion of your own mind," he wrote to one of his
daughters.22 Not once, however, did he suggest that they 
might put their expanded minds to use in any field outside 
the home or schoolroom. Such traditional expectations were 
extended to their sons, who were encouraged to pursue their 
educations beyond the academy level. "Charlie is coming 
on . . .  at school, he says tell sister Min he is going to 
begin Latin soon & that Mr. Marsh says if he has them (his 
class) two years longer, they will be most fit for college,"
Selina wrote.23
In articulating these differences, the Powell parents
16
drew -upon their own life experiences as well as on society’s 
expectations. Women were to use their knowledge to enhance 
their social standing and ultimately begin the educations of 
their children. As one student of the southern lady writes: 
"Since the purpose of the boarding school was to prepare the 
young woman for her future role, it was natural that emphasis 
should be given to a smattering of topics suitable for social 
intercourse . . .  it was the school's responsibility to
polish a female’s social skills and graces."24 By 
familiarizing herself with a variety of topics, a young woman 
could present herself as a pleasant companion capable of 
managing her husband’s home and raising his children. Such 
an impression was very important in antebellum Virginia; a 
young woman's abilities reflected on both her parents' status 
and that of her husband, so that an accomplished young woman 
was more likely to make a socially advantageous match. 
Seminaries provided the instruction needed to display these 
skills, and parents enrolled their daughters in the hopes of 
advancing the girls' marital prospects while confirming their 
own social status.
Charles and Selina Powell used their seminary as a means 
of directing young women into traditional roles. The 1859 
catalogue for the school reads:
The mode of instruction will be
17
to impart that general intellectual 
activity and culture, which develop 
harmoniously and vigorously all the 
faculties of the mind, and foster 
those tastes and habits, which will 
make intelligent and cultivated women, 
filling efficiently and gracefully 
those spheres of usefulness in which 
they are called to move.25
The juxtaposition of a fully developed and questioning mind 
with a compliant and submissive nature did not seem at all 
contradictory to the Powells. A year earlier, they had 
written of their teaching methods:
The Principals . . . strive to teach
[the students] to think, by directing 
their minds to the logical process by 
which scientific methods are reached; 
and to their connexion [sic] with the 
principles from which they flow. The 
main object of the system is an 
harmonious development of all the 
faculties of the mind. It looks beyond 
the attainments which it furnishes, to 
the permanent impress which it proposes
to make upon the character of the pupil.26
Women who attended Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Powell's Female 
Seminary would, therefore, be able to reason scientifically 
and apply their minds to questions that might arise in their 
lives. The purposes for which they were to use their minds, 
however, did not change. The Powells could claim to produce 
housekeepers who were analytical rather than simply 
efficient. Neither in the circulars nor in their letters did
18
any member of the family ever question women's roles and 
duties. While they did believe that women were capable of 
intellectual activity, they apparently did not imagine that 
such intellect might be put to any use other than raising 
children or maintaining a home.
The acquisition of social graces in an academic setting 
raises questions about the intentions of seminary organizers. 
Some scholars see the growth of schools as an expansive, 
liberating movement, while others find a repressive 
continuation of female subordination. Historian Keith E. 
Melder is of the latter persuasion, writing that seminaries 
"encouraged their graduates to assume limited societal 
responsibilities that correspond to women's domestic, self 
-sacrificial roles and offered no threats to male
dominance."27 While Melder does admit that seminaries 
provided women with a means of proving that they, like men, 
were able to think logically and absorb information, he feels 
that their primary goal was to train young women to conform
to existing ideas of femininity.28 Scott similarly asserts 
that many advocates offered their support on the grounds that 
formal learning could add to a woman's charms and 
accomplishments as she grew older and youth and beauty
faded.29 Such a prospect might well be pleasing to men.
Since repeated childbirths took their tolls by aging those
19
women who survived, the charms of youth could not be expected 
to last very long. A woman would not be ornamental for more 
than a few years, and those who were able to run a home and 
act as gracious and learned hostesses could be expected to 
contribute more than a comely appearance.
In contrast to Melder and Scott, some scholars find that 
seminaries served to broaden the lives of nineteenth- 
century women. One writes that although academies provided a 
forum for the inculcation of traditional values, they 
simultaneously "provided women with the insights and the 
desire to advance nontraditional values and, in some cases,
even radical change."30 Proponents of this interpretation 
argue that the academies were a source of independence and 
leadership for women, and thus disagree with Nancy Cott's 
view of utiliarian education as a limiting experience based
on a narrow reading of women's roles.31
Like many antebellum academies, the Powell seminary was 
established to train young women in customary behavior and 
activities. In their catalogues, they state their goal of 
producing polished and accomplished graduates who were 
capable of independent thought. The development of mind and 
character which they advocated seemed to be directed toward 
display of such traits rather than actual use of them. The 
courses taught at the seminary, however, appear to mirror 
subjects frequently connected with male education. The
20
curriculum was divided into four levels, with two divisions 
each in the Intermediate and Senior levels. Reading, 
writing, grammar, arithmetic, geography, and history were 
core elements of study at all levels. Other subjects at the 
upper levels included chemistry, philosophy, algebra, 
geometry, logic, and astronomy. Although both adult Powells 
are listed as proprietors of the school, Charles seems to 
have taught all of the courses except music and French. Of 
the latter, the circular states:
Recognizing the demand of society for 
an accurate and familiar acquaintance 
with the French language as an essen­
tial part of a young lady's education 
at the present day, the Principals have 
adopted the most effectual means of 
securing it, by employing a French lady, 
who will reside in the Family of the 
Principal, and converse with her pupils
in her native tongue.32
Mastery of all of these subjects seems to have been 
recommended in order to help women understand and discuss 
topics of interest to men. A woman's pursuit Of knowledge 
for her own benefit does not seem to have been considered, 
and female professional advancement was never mentioned.
The subject matter offered at the Powells' academy was 
typical of antebellum Virginia seminaries. Instruction was 
frequently available in a number of disciplines, although few
21
programs provided extensive study. Belmont, near Leesburg, 
offered courses in English, Latin, French, Spanish, history, 
botany, chemistry, and philosophy, as well as in more 
obviously ornamental pursuits such as music, painting,
drawing, and dancing.33 The range of subjects would have been 
difficult for anyone to master on more than a superficial 
level, and an individual who proposed to teach such a 
spectrum of topics cannot have intended to provide 
comprehensive instruction.
Funds for these academies came from tuition and 
endowments rather than from state or local governments. 
Enrollment fees were determined by the subjects studied and 
by a student's status as a day scholar or boarder. The 
Powells charged two hundred dollars for ten month's tuition 
and board, and day scholars paid forty dollars for tuition. 
Subjects such as French, Latin, and drawing incurred 
additional fees. Music lessons and use of the piano were 
billed as separate items, and students were also charged for
washing, medicine, and medical attention.34 Like the 
curriculum, these fees were comparable to those of other 
Virginia academies. The Washington Henry Academy charged 
twenty-five dollars per year for languages and twenty dollars 
per quarter for English. Fees at the Ebenezer Academy ran 
forty dollars per year for Latin, Greek, and Roman 
antiquities; thirty dollars per year for arithmetic and
22
English grammar; and thirty-five dollars per year for
mathematics and sciences.35
An education represented a financial investment, and 
parents would therefore be interested in the progress of 
their daughters for economic as well as social reasons. At 
the Powell seminary, discipline relied on a system of merits
and restrictions and does not seem to have been harsh.36 The 
Powells were aware of their responsibilities as substitutes 
for parental observation and sought to maintain authority 
while allowing the girls some latitude. The students may 
have found the distance from their parents to be a temptation 
toward misbehavior, and homesickness cannot have been 
uncommon among girls who were away from home for the first 
time. Selina, whose occupation is listed as "Housewifery” in 
the 18 60 census, sought to provide the students with an
atmosphere that was ordered yet flexible.37 Upon moving to a 
new school building, she wrote:
I quite dread moving in hot weather—  
it is so much trouble, but we shall 
have a delightful situation when we 
get fixed though the school-room there, 
is not as good as the one we have, but 
the arrangements upstairs are better & 
having the large lot, will enable the 
girls to have much more freedom, with
less trouble to us.38
23
The combination of supervision and indulgence would have 
enabled the Powells to maintain authority over their students 
without encouraging resentment. Since the French teacher and 
a number of the boarding students lived with the family, 
Selina would have been the person most likely to deal 
regularly with disciplinary and domestic problems. Such a 
situation would have seemed a fairly natural extension of her 
duties as a household manager and would have enabled her to 
uphold orthodox feminine values in spite of the more public 
nature of her household.
Although the Powells were successful in establishing 
their school, teaching was not always a pleasant experience. 
Lloyd wrote to his mother: "It must be a laborious occupation
I fear but I hope you will be able to lighten your labours by
getting assistance if the school succeeds."39 No mention of 
the problems involved in running a seminary has survived, but 
Lloyd's letters suggest that epistolary complaints were made. 
He wrote: "It must indeed go right hard on you all, to be 
brought back to the irksome duties & harassing cares of a
boarding school life."40 Although those duties and cares are 
not enumerated, maintaining order cannot have been an easy 
task. Selina Powell was able to find relief from her 
responsibilities during the summer, when she and her 
daughters retreated to a mountain resort for the duration of 
the two-month vacation. "We shall stay here till the last of
24
next week and I shall be sorry when we have to go back to
Winchester again," she wrote to Charlie in August 1 8 5 7 . 4 1  
Lloyd's letters also hint that the Powells’ success in 
establishing their school may have been limited. In 1859, he 
wrote to his mother: "I will make inquiry tomorrow & see what
sort of a point Memphis would be for a school. As a place of 
residence I think it would suit you as well as any point in
the South West, but I fear the ground is preoccupied.”42 One 
month later, he wrote to his father:
Whilst we were in Memphis we called 
to see Bishop Otey and conversed with 
him for half an hour upon the probable 
success of a female school there . . .
without a capital of from ten to twenty 
thousand dollars, he seemed to think it
a hazardous experiment.43
The Powells remained in Winchester, where their school 
attracted the daughters of the Lees and Burwells as well as
of the U. S. Minister to Denmark.44
Like other young women of the elite, the Powell 
daughters and their schoolmates looked forward to a round of 
visits after their formal educations were complete.
Childhood isolation meant that the years involving school and 
courtship offered the only real exposure to people who were 
neither family members nor neighbors. After marriage, young
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women could expect to live lives much like those of their 
mothers, raising children and managing the household. As a 
result, much was made of the years, before a girl's marriage, 
when forming friendships and paying visits might accord her a 
measure of self-determination. To her daughter Nina, Selina 
Powell wrote:
I am very glad for you to make all 
the pleasant acquaintances you can.
It will make your time pass much 
more pleasantly besides being of 
decided advantage to you in other 
ways. Mingling with other people of 
almost any sort gives ease to the 
manner & association with cultivated 
& polished people inspires both mind
and manners.45
As a young woman circulated in society, she increased her set 
of male and female acquaintances and was more likely to make 
a satisfying marriage. By displaying her understanding of 
correct behavior on visits or at balls and weddings, a young 
girl could present herself as an appropriate spouse.
The transformation from belle to wife was- difficult for 
many women. Before the marriage, they were courted and 
treated with the utmost courtesy and consideration; now they 
were wives, expected to manage households with which they had 
no familiarity. Although these women had watched and 
assisted their mothers, the process of maintaining a
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household was often bewildering. One of Nina's friends 
wrote: "Mamina has been up to Danville...Lavalette and I 
turned housekeeper while she was gone and got on finely, 
though we thought if she had stayed a little longer we would
have become quite accomplished in the art of housekeeping."46 
The two young women were, however, only too pleased to hand 
over the keys when their mother returned. Of one of his 
uncles, Lloyd wrote:
I saw him as I went up to breakfast 
this morning, assiduously engaged in 
hanging up the clothes, & catching 
them as they were blown off the line & 
putting them back in their places,
& upon more than one occasion I under­
stand he has (not content with making 
up the fires in the morning) actually 
prepared breakfast & had coffee, buck­
wheat cakes, & venison, all ready by 
the time his wife came down. What an 
admirable wife he would have been if 
he had only been a woman.47
Lloyd seemed amused rather than shocked by his uncle’s 
activities, but his mention of them serves to highlight the 
manner in which work and other activities were strictly 
divided by gender.
Travel was unusual for women, who routinely lacked the 
time to pay lengthy visits to distant friends. Additionally, 
women could not travel unaccompanied, since society expected 
them to remain at home unless a husband or other male
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relative traveled with them. To her nineteen-year-old 
daughter Rebecca,, who was returning from an extended visit to 
relatives in Alexandria, Selina wrote:
Perhaps we may be able to arrange for 
you to return in the carriage if you 
feel as if you were ready to 
return . . . the difficulty is, I
suppose it will not do for you to 
come alone.48
The necessity of finding a masculine traveling partner 
further restricted women's movements away from their homes.
As a result of such strictures and limitations, married 
women generally returned to the insulation of their childhood 
years.
Isolation was also supposed to maintain feminine virtue. 
Women were not expected to enter the workforce unless forced 
to do so by economic necessity, since involvement with the 
larger world would tarnish the spirituality and sensitivity 
which marked them as better suited than men to raise 
children. By exhibiting such "feminine" virtues as 
submissiveness and chastity, women showed themselves well 
suited for a life of domestic responsibility. Historian Stow 
Persons states that the gentry believed that the duty of the 
family was to pass cultural and regional heritage on to their
c h i l d r e n . 49 The domestic and social arts taught in the home
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and at school gave this knowledge to women, who by their 
natures were most qualified to convey such information to 
their children.
This sort of isolation was a defining characteristic in 
the lives of antebellum women, and the Powells' seminary 
enabled young girls to continue the life patterns of older 
generations. The atmosphere seems to have been somewhat 
permissive, providing a change from the more vigilant 
discipline of parents and other relatives. Students were 
able to make friends with people from outside their 
neighborhoods, thus forming their own networks of 
acquaintances. In both the curriculum and the fee schedule, 
the Powell academy was comparable to other boarding schools 
of its era. Charles and Selina Powell used their profession 
to maintain their status in Virginia society, and their 
educational philosophy buttressed existing notions of female 
interests and conduct. Their entry into the professional 
world served as a harbinger of circumstances encountered by 
many Virginians after the Civil War, although their attitudes 
toward women's roles were consistent with society's 
expectations during the antebellum period. Although both 
parents encouraged their daughters to think for themselves, 
their emphasis on development of the mind did not have any 
application beyond the traditional domestic realm. As far as 
Charles and Selina Powell were concerned, their daughters and
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students would go on to marry men of acceptable means and 
manage their households. The girls' enhanced educations 
would broaden their understanding and add"to their abilities 
to raise educated children, but would not offer new 
opportunities. Any dramatic re-evaluation of women's roles 
and abilities would require a greater change than permission 
to study physics.
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CHAPTER II 
Girt About With Strength
As tensions between North and South grew stronger, the 
Powells struggled to determine where their own interests lay. 
Although they hoped for a reconciliation with the northern 
states, they instinctively shared the allegiance of their 
cousin Robert E. Lee, who chose Virginia over the Union.
Their hopes of avoiding armed conflict were similarly 
tempered by their dislike of Northerners. Their years in 
Henry had introduced them to people from different 
backgrounds and areas of the country, but this exposure 
neither broadened their acceptance of unfamiliar ideas nor 
overcame their regional biases. Throughout the 1850s the 
family expressed their lack of amity for Northerners, and in 
July 18 60, Lloyd wrote from Illinois: "My experience among
the Yankees has by no means prepossessed me in their favor, & 
I am sorry to say that the longer I live amongst them, the
more heartily I dislike and despise them."1 So vehement a 
statement was unusual for Lloyd, who generally filled his 
letters with entertaining stories of his travels and
questions about the family's activities in Virginia.2 While
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they supported Southern interests, the Powells did not begin 
the 1860s with secessionist tendencies. Instead, they hoped 
to avoid a dissolution of the Union. To Charlie, Selina 
wrote on 3 December 1860: ”1 hope & trust that no broadsides 
will come, for we all think it will unite the South against
the General Government."3 Many in the upper South feared the 
consequences of secession, and Selina articulated these 
concerns:
We are not secessionists here gener­
ally, but every body feels that we 
have been deeply wronged & have borne 
it as long as we are able & unless the 
North repeals its personal liberty 
bills & gives strong guarantees for 
the future, one Union will not 
stand . . . what a pity it would be to
break up into small Confederacies like 
the South American states. We should 
always be quarreling and our glory
would soon depart.4
A month later, in January 1861, the costs of war still 
outweighed sectional pride. In the spirit of concession 
among.Southerners residing in Illinois, Lloyd wrote: "I am 
still inclined to hope that Providence may interpose to
prevent the entire destruction of our country."3 Lloyd 
believed that secession was not a viable means of addressing 
disagreements with the North, but the opinions of his parents 
and sisters had changed. On 1 February 1861, after six
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southern states had voted to secede, he wrote: "I am sorry to 
hear . . . that [Rebecca] has introduced the disunion 
sentiments & cockades which are flaunted in Alexandria. I am
afraid her associations there have not been fortunate ones."6 
Despite Lloyd's repeated pleas for moderation, Rebecca's 
advocacy of secession did not wane. On 20 April, two days 
after the Virginia convention voted to secede, she wrote to 
her mother: "The enthusiasm is very great, & the mountain & 
valley counties Augusta, Rockingham, & Hardy are sending us 
down splendid bodies of men, all ready to fight to the
death."7 Virginia's secession finally convinced the Powells 
that the South's only hope lay in combat, and they supported 
the war effort wholeheartedly.
The attack on Fort Sumter brought great distress to 
Lloyd. His loyalties to his family and to the South were 
moderated by his desire to avoid armed conflict. He looked 
to his father for advice and a solution to his dilemma, 
emphasizing the family's isolation from their Illinois 
interests should he return home. Uncertain of how best to 
serve his family, Lloyd wrote:
Please write to me at once, & give me 
your advice as to my duty under the 
circumstances, & as to what course it 
is best for me to pursue. I am ready 
for anything which you may consider 
best & most desireable [sic] for you 
all at home. At such a time my own
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interests weigh nothing with me. My 
only debt of any magnitude is to you.8
Lloyd’s letters do not overtly state his own inclination, but 
his repeated protestations of conflicting loyalties suggest 
that he might well have preferred to remain in Illinois.
Before the spring had ended, Lloyd rejoined his parents and 
sisters in Winchester with the intention of joining the 
Confederate Army.
Upon his arrival in late May 1861, Lloyd found that 
conditions in Winchester were also uncertain. The seminary 
was the site of a good deal of upheaval as the Powells and 
their students were distracted by troop movements in the 
Shenandoah Valley. In May, while still in Henry, Lloyd had 
written: "It is rather a difficult matter I should think to
attend to the duties of the school in the midst of so much
excitement."9 Selina confirmed this view in a May 1861 letter 
to Charlie: "I hardly think the school will hold together 
longer than the first of June though of course that will
depend on circumstances."10 Despite these predictions, 
classes did continue into the month of June. Within three 
weeks of his arrival in Virginia, Lloyd wrote to Charlie:
"The school is going on as usual, although the constant 
passage of Southern troops through the town keeps up an 
excitement amongst the girls which is not favorable to
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study."11 Although the summer hiatus did begin shortly after 
this letter was written, the school resumed operations in the 
fall. The Shenandoah Valley was soon to be the site of 
numerous operations of both the Union and Confederate Armies, 
ensuring that the spring term of 1862 was never completed.
In March, Rebecca noted in her journal that "our school is 
almost broken up, our scholars all leaving for fear of the
enemy."12 By the time the war had lasted a year, Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles L. Powell's Female Seminary was permanently closed.
The Powells had hoped to avoid the enemy entirely.
Before his return to Virginia.’, Lloyd had written: "The
burning of the Arms & Armory at Harpers Ferry although a 
great loss to Virginia was rather a relief to me as there
will be nothing now to bring the war near Winchester."13 His 
prediction proved inaccurate as the town was occupied again 
and again by both armies. Despite his earlier reservations 
about armed conflict, Lloyd joined the Confederate Army in 
June of 1861. One month later, he was killed at the first 
battle of Manassas. His obituary contains the laudatory 
phrases common to eulogies of the time, stating that "he was 
among the first to respond to his Captain's command to rally, 
resuming his original position, summoning others to his side,
and encouraging them to 'show what Virginia can do.1"14 
Lloyd's death provided the family with a martyr to the
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Confederacy and precipitated Charlie’s return to Virginia.
Charlie had remained in Henry, where he clerked in his 
uncle’s store. In August 1861, shortly after Lloyd's death, 
Selina wrote to Charlie:
It is a consolation to me to think over
all his virtues, but then it makes it
harder to think I am never to see him 
more in this world. Now my heart turns 
all to you dear Charlie— you must be 
both sons to me now.15
When he returned to Virginia in the spring of 1862, Charlie 
sought to join the Confederate Army. His first choice of 
service was with a prestigious artillery unit from Rockbridge 
County, but when he was unable to join that group, he became 
a clerk for a Captain Previn. Charlie worried that his 
military role might be considered less honorable than that of 
his late brother. To Selina, he wrote: "I hope that you do 
not think that I would not be willing to stand the hardships
of camp life or would fear to go into a battle My Dear
Mother .” 16 Charlie seems to have been attatched to the Second 
Virginia Cavalry under J. E. B. Stuart, because he died in a 
skirmish involving that group at Warrenton Springs in August 
1862. The encounter with Federal artillery was a precursor 
to the second battle of Manassas, placing his death within 
fifty miles of home and within thirty miles— and eleven
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months— of Lloyd's demise. The family felt his loss as 
deeply as they had Lloyd's, and in September 18 62, one month 
after Charlie's death, Rebecca wrote:
It is very sad, very hardf is it not, 
to have to give up both our Brothers,
& to be obliged henceforth to tread 
the weary path of life without the 
support of their tender care, the joy 
of their warm tender looks, but God 
has willed it in his infinite wisdom
& goodness.17
The family repeatedly emphasized the need for trust in God.
In April 1863, Selina wrote to Hattie: "Let us try to rejoice
that our darlings are not now suffering in camp & that we
have no need to be anxious & worry about t h e m . " i 8
Death was a source of sorrow for the family, but their 
belief in a benevolent God allowed them to accept the 
absences of both Lloyd and Charlie. Each brother was mourned 
for approximately a year after his death, but was then never 
again mentioned. The Powells believed that they would be 
brought together again after death and seem to have relied on 
this hope to sustain them during their grief. At the same 
time, they believed in God's omnipotence and did not dwell 
on their losses at length. Their religious beliefs seem to 
have fallen somewhere between the stoicism of the eighteenth- 
century Anglican church and the emotional sentimentality of
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nineteenth-century evangelicalism described by Jan Lewis.19
Soon after Charlie joined the army, repeated occupations 
of Winchester by the Union Army drove the Powells from their 
home. Several times they removed to the homes of distant 
friends to avoid the two armies, but eventually the family 
separated and joined the growing ranks of refugees. As early 
as July 1861, Rebecca wrote in her diary: "Mother & I have
been packing up all day, & are ready to leave if necessary. 
There does not seem to be anything of a panic here, everyone 
is cool & calm, more so I suppose than we sh'd be if we did
not feel as if our men could not be defeated."20
By the time Charlie joined the army in June 1862, the 
family had relinquished hopes of remaining in Winchester and 
became refugees. Refugees were predominantly female, and in 
many cases the war deprived these women of traditional 
masculine protection. Traveling by rail when possible, and 
in carriages or on foot in other circumstances, refugees 
found shelter in accommodations that were routinely 
overpriced and unsanitary. Of one stop on a journey, Selina 
wrote:
We shall have to stay at [unclear] all 
night, which will not be very pleasant, 
as the Hotel is very indifferent & 
crowded I am told . . .  I rather dread 
the ride— that plank road is so rough-- 
and it is so unpleasant to go off by 
one’s self, though my experience has
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been that it is more unpleasant in 
anticipation than in reality.21
Although the Powell women, like many others, were fortunate 
enough to encounter sympathy, a number found themselves 
subjected to verbal abuse for leaving their homes. Men, 
unused to seeing women travel without escort and in such 
numbers, frequently berated refugees for neglecting their 
homes and families and for disturbing male passengers by
occupying spaces in public c o n v e y a n c e s . 22
Conditions worsened as the war continued and economic 
hardship caused prices to rise. In January 1863, Rebecca 
wrote: "Everyone seems to think Richmond so uncomfortable 
this winter, board is so high, & there is so much small-pox 
there, that I dare say [Father] will find it more agreeable
teaching in the country.”23 Although illness was certainly a 
concern for refugees, the primary problem continued to be 
Union forces. In May 1864, Selina persuaded Nina to leave 
her Hanover County teaching position in order to distance
herself from Grant's advancing Union troops.24 By the end of 
the summer, as the war moved south of Hanover, Nina's 
employer attempted to convince her to return, writing:
If I thought for a moment you would be 
safer elsewhere than here, I would not 
ask you to return . . . The children
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are very anxious to have you back, say
they learned more with you, than they
ever did before.25
Nina did go back to her employer since the immediate danger 
from the Union Army had diminished.
Although their seminary had broken up a year after the 
war began, the Powells were able to find employment as 
teachers in private homes. Without regular fees for tuition 
and board, the family was hard-pressed to maintain their home 
in Winchester. Since troop movements made simple relocation 
of the school a futile endeavor, the Powells apparently 
determined that they were more likely to find employment as 
individuals than as a group. The family letters do not 
contain discussions of this question, but the decision to 
break up their home cannot have been made lightly. The 
Powells had experienced many separations and considered such 
circumstances to be a misfortune. Absent family members were 
sorely missed, whether Rebecca was paying visits to friends 
and family or Lloyd was working in Illinois. Additionally, 
Lloyd's death and Charlie's entrance into the army must have 
made separation even more unwelcome. Physical safety and 
economic security weighed, more heavily than sentimental 
preference, however, and the Powells sought separate 
employments. Rebecca, Hattie, and Nina also entered the 
teaching profession as instructors in private homes across
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Virginia. Each held several different positions, working in 
this capacity from 18 62 until after the end of the war.
Their experience seems to have come primarily from 
observation, since the antebellum letters do not indicate 
that they taught at their parents' seminary. The letters do 
not reveal many details about their parents, but their father 
seems to have held a government position for a brief period 
in 1861, followed by a return to teaching. The daughters 
write about their mother more frequently; Selina apparently 
did not herself seek employment for much of the war, choosing 
instead to live with or near her husband or one of their 
daughters. In May 18 62, she wrote to Hattie: "Mr. Redd 
offers Nina 20 dollars a month, & will charge me 15 for
board."26 Charles and the three daughters seem to have taken 
turns supporting her out of their respective salaries.
The Powells earned their livings by charging fees for 
their services, just as they had done at the seminary. Fees 
were set according to subject matter and a student's status 
as a pupil from the neighborhood or a member of the 
household. A teacher might earn a set fee for the children 
of her employer, but teach only a few subjects to neighboring 
pupils. In February 1863, Rebecca wrote:
I am now getting $29 a month, 20 for
Mr. D's children, $5 for little [unclear]
Anderson for tuition in English & Latin,
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he has been coming to me ever since New 
Year, & $4.00 a month for giving Irving &
Clem French lessons which I do three 
evenings in the week, & do not find that
my duties are at all burdensome.27
Nina's account book shows payments of three hundred dollars 
for the second term of 1863-4 and a similar amount for the
winter term of 1864-5.28 Hattie earned seven hundred dollars
in 1864 for teaching a school of six.29 While such fees were 
significantly lower than those charged when the seminary 
functioned, the amounts reflect the relative inexperience of 
the young women. Any students who did not live in the 
neighborhood paid fees for board to the provider rather than 
to the instructor. Additionally, teachers' expenses for room 
and board were often waived rather than extracted from the 
paid salary. Since their salaries were above and beyond 
housing costs, the Powell women were able to save money for 
themselves and their parents.
As private tutors, the Powells continued to provide the 
broad range of education which elite society considered 
essential. Subject matter continued to be diverse so that 
students could be conversant in any number of disciplines. 
Hattie described a typical day in June 1863 when she wrote to 
Rebecca:
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I just have time to read my Bible and 
gather a few roses . . . by half past-
eight when I go in school; then I 
hear Willie try spelling & [unclear] 
counting lessons, and Maria's dic­
tionary, reading, history, geography, 
(or grammar), writing, & dictation, 
and it depends on how much she feels 
like studying and what sort of a 
humour she is in whether I get out at 
twelve or half past-one . . . Directly
after dinner I go in again, hear 
Willie another spelling/writing/history 
and Maria her arithmetic, philosophy, 
and read poetry, which takes me from 
two to three hours again depending on 
her humour.30
One of Rebecca's older pupils, who studied only half a day 
because of her household tasks, concentrated on more advanced
material such as chemistry, French, and astronomy.31 Genteel 
accomplishments also continued to be learned in the 
classroom. In 1865, Rebecca wrote to Nina: "[Mr. Potter]
said he should be very glad to make you an offer if you only 
taught music but the ladies of his household considered that
indispensible [sic]."32 Elite status was still indicated, if 
not determined, by the display of drawing-room abilities.
Like seminary instructors, private tutors were expected to 
provide their students with the social and intellectual 
knowledge which would mark them as ladies and gentlemen.
Subject matter and methods of payment might be little 
changed by the shift from seminary to private teaching, but
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the change in venue meant that the ordinary routine of the 
household was a consideration in determining how the school 
was conducted. Seminary students were ruled solely by the 
proprietors of the institution, Daily tasks, standards of 
behavior, and disciplinary methods were all determined by the 
instructor or proprietor. In a private home, authority was 
divided between teacher and parent. Since children were 
members of the household as well as students, education was 
not their sole occupation. Employers frequently expected to 
participate in planning the daily routine, since children had 
to participate in household activities as well as in the 
schoolroom. As a result, the Powell daughters discovered 
that employment required them to be more flexible in their 
habits. In May 1862, at what seems to have been her first 
situation away from home, Rebecca wrote:
What do you think of my getting up 
every morning at 1/4 past 5 o'clock It 
is actually true. We breakfast a little 
before 6, then I busy myself . . . till
1/4 past 9, when I call my scholars & 
teach them till 12. Then - we stop for an 
hour, have dinner, & I teach for 2 hours 
more, & then dismiss them.33
Rebecca and her sisters also had to consult their employers 
about scheduling the academic year. They did not have to 
contend, as did their father at one point during the war,
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with schoolhouses that were not constructed when classes were 
to start, but they relied on their employers for scholars and
payment.34 Many of these people expected to plan the school 
term, and the Powells felt that the exchange of money allowed 
their employers to have the final word. In 1863, Hattie 
wrote: ”1 should prefer not breaking up my school before the
middle of July, but M rs. Tucker seems to have got her hand 
set upon vacations beginning the first so I suppose I shall
have to do it."35 Nina experienced the same phenomenon when 
beginning a new position. Selina advised her in December
1863: "What he expects is probably the general custom & he 
has a right to expect perhaps the 10 months. If you find in 
July that you are too wearied to teach longer, you will have 
to make an arrangement to stop, giving up a proportionate
part of your salary."36
Diminution of authority made itself felt between teacher 
and student as well as between employer and employee. In the 
seminary, pupils were subject to one system of discipline as 
determined by the principals. At home, a willful child could 
attempt to play one authority figure off against another. 
Hattie encountered this problem in one household where the 
daughter was jealous of Hattie’s acceptance into the social 
circle of the family. The girl's behavior problems also 
emerged in the classroom, where her temper frequently
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disrupted study and encouraged her younger brother to 
misbehave as well. Hattie wrote in December 1862: "Lately
too Willie has got to imitating her, I have given him two
whippings for it, and I think I can whip it out of him."37 
Neither Selina nor Rebecca countenanced such methods; Selina 
advised her daughters to avoid corporal punishment, and when 
Nina encountered a student as rebellious as Hattie's Maria, 
Rebecca wrote in October 1864:
Under the circumstances you are absolved 
from the duty of making her study, & I 
should not attempt it. Try & persuade 
her, & do no more, feeling that that is 
all you can do. Under the circumstances 
as you cannot enforce your authority, I
should give her no orders.38
This emphasis on avoidance of corporal punishment continued 
the demerit system used in the Powells' seminary, but it also 
acknowledged the uncertain authority held by a teacher in a 
private household.
The change in venue also blurred the rules of social 
interaction. Under ordinary circumstances, a young lady 
could expect to marry a male relative or a man introduced by 
friends. During the war, however, troop movements enabled 
many to meet men from distant states. At the same time, the 
uncertainty of the future relaxed some standards concerning
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unknown men. Soldiers were seen as heroic and worthy of 
attention. Their service to the Confederacy enhanced 
whatever appeal they might naturally possess, and social 
status was determined by demeanor and interactions with 
others rather than by detailed knowledge of families and 
fortunes. Of one soldier, Selina wrote in 1862: "Mr. Overton
has a sick soldier, a Mr. Colston from Balts., staying there & 
the girls . . . are quite excited at the prospect of a very
handsome, very agreeable beau as he is s[ai]d to be.”39 
Catherine Simms Powell, their paternal grandmother, wrote to 
one of her granddaughters: "The girls have a variety of Beaus
from the Vicksburg Southerners Camp, our near neighbors just 
of the right sort for the purpose, very young, however,
genteel looking, & well behaved."40 Although they had 
participated in social events both in Winchester and on 
visits, none of the Powell daughters seems to have been very 
involved in finding a husband prior to the war. Each had a 
number of male and female friends, but none of the letters 
mentions any particular partiality. Nina was nineteen and 
Hattie twenty-eight when the war began; the former was 
certainly in the traditional age range for a young woman to 
be meeting marital candidates, but the latter and their 
thirty-year-old sister must have been older than many of the 
soldiers they encountered. Nevertheless, the war seems to
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have brought out the coquette in all three of the women. Of 
a delay in her trip, Rebecca wrote to Hattie: "I was not a 
bit sorry as it enabled me to see more of Ma & Nina & the 
soldiers...we quite liked the first specimens of South
Carolina gentlemen that we have seen since the war began."41 
The letters written during the war years reveal a number of 
flirtations, and at one point Nina became engaged to a 
soldier who had been severely wounded in the war. His 
disability and youth prompted her family and friends to 
advise her that the man would be unable to provide for her,
and the marriage never took place.42
The war loosened some social strictures about meeting 
members of the opposite sex, but the Powell daughters 
frequently felt that their ambiguous position within the 
household made their social standing less clear than it had 
been in Winchester. As young ladies under the protection of 
their father and brothers, they had been very active in such 
activities as picnics, balls, and reading parties. Now, 
however, they were employees. Although teaching was a 
genteel profession, the women felt themselves to be members 
of the staff rather than of the family. Nina, uncertain of 
the proper behavior, wrote to her mother in 1863 for advice 
on her actions when men called upon young ladies of the 
household. Selina responded:
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I think when gentlemen call & ask for the 
ladies, it is always to be assumed that 
they call to see all & when your duties 
do not require you to be in the-school­
room, that you should go in & help to
entertain them.43
Evidently the Powells felt keenly their dual status as young 
ladies and advisers of young ladies. As elite young women, 
they hoped for the attentions of eligible young men, but as 
teachers, they were to serve as role models of propriety. 
Although the letters show that the Powells were welcomed into 
the households in which they worked, they were always aware 
that they had been hired to perform duties. Teaching was 
more socially acceptable than scullery work, but the exchange 
of money kept them from thinking of themselves solely as 
young ladies. Each must have devoted a good deal of thought 
to this question, for in January 1865 Rebecca wrote: "I feel 
less here as if I was a teacher, & more just like a young
lady that I have done anywhere else.”44
Feeling like a young lady involved more than sitting in 
the parlor when gentlemen came to call. Activities, 
behavior, and interactions with others were just as important 
during the war as they had been previously. Although the 
three Powell daughters were no longer directly involved in 
household maintenance, they continued to knit and sew for 
themselves and others. They joined thousands of Confederate
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women in supporting the troops both materially and 
emotionally. Mothers, wives, and sisters of soldiers were 
expected to sacrifice their comfort as well as their time, 
but they were expected to maintain their isolation from 
strangers. Even as women flirted with soldiers, they strove 
to perpetuate traditional images of virtue and innocence. 
Serving the Cause brought women outside their homes, but the 
means by which they broadened their contact with the world 
were strictly limited in order to maintain the antebellum
ideal of womanhood.45
The primary change was in the scope of their activities, 
as women produced items for soldiers who were not members of 
their family or of their circles of friends. Drew Gilpin 
Faust writes: "As recruits drilled and bivouacked, women 
found outlet for their energies sewing countless flags,
uniforms, and even underwear for departing units."46 While 
still in Winchester, the Powells aided soldiers by providing 
food for the sick and wounded. In a February 1862 journal 
entry, Rebecca wrote:
I have been very busily engaged at the 
Dispensary since 1/2 past 8 this 
morning cooking for the hospitals. May 
Williams Ellen Barton Anna Jones & my­
self spent the whole day cooking 
chickens, frying ham, making bread, 
puddings, blanc-mange, etc., & distri­
buting them to the nurses from the
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different hospitals.47
Such activities were a natural extension of acceptable 
housewifery, since both cooking and caring for the sick were 
part of a lady's daily activities. The entry continues: "The 
Doctors say we are doing a very good work . . . The soldiers
are very grateful & say they don't know what would become of 
them without the care of the Ladies, & we . . . are only too
glad to take our part in the defence of our beloved country
by lightening the load of our gallant defenders."48
After their departure from Winchester, the Powells 
participated in more portable forms of benevolence. 
Dispensaries were not always available for work, and one 
could scarcely commandeer one's employer's kitchen facilities 
and supplies at will. Soldiers also needed scarves, caps, 
and blankets, however, so that the Powells were able to 
continue their charitable works by knitting and sewing. In 
October 1862, Hattie wrote:
I am not knitting myself to death as you 
suggest, but am nearly done my last 
stocking, then I shall begin on the sol­
diers. Willie says Miss Hattie's hands 
go like they were saying all the time,
"I ain't got time to stop, I ain't got
time to stop."49
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The women frequently did not know the soldiers who received 
the caps, scarves, gloves, and stockings that were knitted 
after school hours had ended, but their time went to 
supporting the army and the Confederacy.
Wartime public opinion required that women make a 
variety of sacrifices. Faust asserts that at first, women 
were to maintain the home for the return of their brothers, 
husbands, and sons. As the war progressed, the continued 
casualties redefined sacrifice to mean the dissolution rather 
than the protection of the family. Such sacrifice was not 
even to be considered noteworthy, as Faust writes: "Not only 
was she to sacrifice husband, brother, or son, „ woman was to
give up feeling as well."50 The emotional sacrifices were 
clear as Lloyd and Charlie died, were mourned,' and then were 
never again mentioned. True to the Cause, the Powell women 
worried about one another but did not complain of their own 
sacrifices, which were an integral part of Confederate 
womanhood.
Behavior was as closely watched as before the war. Just 
as activities and involvements determined social status, so 
did one’s conduct. In spite of the growing number of 
refugees, unescorted travel was considered inappropriate. 
Rebecca wrote to her mother in March 1862: "Indeed I don't 
think it would do at all for you to go to Richmond all by
yourself. "51 Even though men were less able than ever to
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escort women on trips, traveling without male protection was 
still unsuitable for a Southern woman of any age. Behavior 
within the home was also closely monitored. Although the 
provision of food and clothing to strangers was approved, a 
continuation of communication was not. Knitting and baking 
were traditional activities, and the provision of such items 
to passing soldiers was simply an act of benevolence and 
support. Nina apparently began to write to soldiers on short 
acquaintance, for in 1864 her mother advised her: "I don't
think it ever right (I do not mean between cousins who have 
known each other from early youth) to write to a gentleman
unless you are engaged to him, and I do not think a gentr.
[sic] ought to request a correspondence otherwise."52 Nina 
does not seem to have heeded her mother's warning, for Selina 
later wrote: "It is certainly the highest proof of confidence
a lady can give a gentleman and requires more than a chance
acquaintance to warrant it."53 Her standards seem strict even 
for the time, but Selina was basing her advice on the 
conventional wisdom of her own youth. Correspondence relied 
upon and fostered intimacy, and a woman could not be 
considered a lady unless she were as selective about her 
associations as about her actions.
Society might frown upon correspondence with strangers, 
but letter-writing was the only means of communication for
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the Powells during the war. Separation from home and family 
was hard for each of them, and in their letters they lamented 
this hardship more than any other. Visits and employment had 
separated them before, but always they had had one place that 
they considered their home. Not until the war did each 
Powell live apart from the others. The father was involved 
in government service early in the war, but eventually he 
returned to teaching. Ellen Lucas, a friend, wrote to Nina 
in December 1861: "I was so glad to hear that your Father has
accepted a situation in Richmond, although it won't be so
pleasant to be away from his family, 1,54 After they had become 
refugees in search of employment, Selina wrote to Hattie: "I
am sorry darling that I cannot be near you, but besides that 
I suppose it is better for Nina to teach and this is as
pleasant a situation as we expect to find.”55 Throughout the 
war they attempted to overcome their separations, but they 
were rarely able to gather as a family.
The daughters wanted to find a way for their parents to 
live in a house of their own, and Hattie suggested pooling 
their salaries to finance the plan. Expenses proved 
prohibitive, though, as Selina wrote in January 1863:
I think too that in these times perhaps 
it is better to be in a private home 
with no expenses except your clothing; 
though I do hope we shall not have to 
continue to live so very long, for I do
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pine for the time when I may have my 
children around me once more.56
By relinquishing their home, the Powells conformed to Faust’s 
analysis of the changing definitions of feminine sacrifice 
during the war. They were very conscious of this hardship, 
for as Rebecca wrote in February 18 63: "I am very sorry that
you and [Father] would be without a settled home, but that we 
cannot help, & I trust the war will soon be over, & then we
shall be able to have one again."57 The loss of their home 
and the division of their family were the hardest trials the 
Powells had to bear. Lloyd and Charlie were martyrs to the 
Confederacy, and difficulties in obtaining clothing and 
foodstuffs were expected ramifications of war. Separation 
from surviving family members meant loneliness, for the 
Powells had considered their home to be with one another 
rather than in one specific location.
For the Powells, the Civil War provided a great deal of 
tension as their family and employment situation changed. 
Death and isolation disrupted the structure of their home 
just as employment altered their opinions of their own social 
status. By teaching and supporting themselves independently 
of their parents, the Powell daughters predated the upsurge 
in female employment after the war. Confederate society 
continued to cling to the ideal of the Southern lady, 
however, and they were compelled'to find a means of earning
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money without abandoning the behavior and attitudes they had 
espoused prior to the war. The Powell women were employees 
rather than young ladies supported.by their family, and as a 
result their compliance to household norms was purchased 
rather than simply expected. They continued to perform the 
few domestic and charitable activities available to boarders, 
but this benevolence was checked by a desire to maintain 
antebellum standards of behavior when male protectors were 
dead or absent. Their longings for a home often seem 
connected to an unarticulated desire to return to pre-war 
social conditions. The war demanded new independence of the 
Powells and other women like them, but society had yet to 
accept this new feminine behavior.
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CHAPTER III 
The Success of Her Dealings
By the end of the war, Virginia was devastated. Parts 
of the state had been occupied for the duration of the 
conflict, and United States troops remained until the 1870 
approval of the new state constitution. The wartime 
destruction of railroads and farms resulted in extreme 
poverty for the state, and in time, Lincoln's decision to 
free Confederate slaves resulted in a cataclysmic decline in 
wealth. Large acreage could no longer be farmed by a single 
owner unless he paid the men and women who worked the land, 
and the workforce was no longer tied to a master. The war 
and the end of slavery were economically traumatic and caused 
great poverty in the South. Significant changes in the 
region occurred within the context of two social revolutions 
after 1865. The first was a realignment of white loyalties 
as a result of the war and black advancement. • The second was
a gradual disintegration of rural society as urban culture
developed.1
With the decline of the planter class arose a new 
emphasis on wealth and appearance rather than on birth and
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bloodlines. Tied to these changes was an increase in the 
professional and commercial classes, as those who once held 
sway as planters now required some other means of supporting 
themselves. Since many had attended colleges prior to the 
war, they were able to use their academic training to provide
a new income.2 Although Charles Powell had never been a 
planter and had supported himself by a profession even before 
the war, his reliance on his education was representative of 
the efforts of many fallen aristocrats during the postbellum 
era. As more and more of the gentry found themselves without 
their traditional means of income, a growing number of men 
entered new occupations. Prestige based on descent from some 
great family was confirmed and buttressed by financial 
success. In his analysis of the Hubard family of Virginia, 
John Burdick writes: "The aristocratic ethos, the emphasis on
family, blood, tradition, social elitism, and the rootedness 
in the soil remained strong among them. But this ethos was 
not incompatible with a nonplanting economic base and a
thoroughgoing Spencerism."3 Bloodlines might make one worthy 
of recognition, but true status was now rooted in financial 
worth and economic survival in a newly hostile environment.
The Powells and their friends did not take military and 
political defeat lightly. The end of the Confederacy was a 
sharply felt blow, and the letters written in the months 
after Appomattox show anger and despair at the fate of the
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South. In August 1865, four months after Lee’s surrender, 
one friend wrote to Nina: "Little did I then think that we
should so soon be subjected to the plundering of our cruel 
enemy and deprived of the hope of enjoying an honorable and
happy peace as a powerful and independent nation."4 In the 
same month, another of Nina's friends wrote of Virginia's 
future: "She will be peopled in great measure by these 
abolitionist hordes who will bring with them Yankee mind & 
manners and she will no more be the V a . of old, but will lose
her identity in these Yankee innovations."5 The loss of 
political and legal power was also a trial as Reconstruction 
heralded a shift away from the traditional elite. "It is 
galling to have to endure the rule of negroes and Yankees," 
wrote one of Nina's friends during the summer after
Appomattox.6 As Southerners attempted to establish a foothold 
in postbellum affairs, many adopted a humbler demeanor than 
they had exhibited prior to defeat. In a rare fit of poor 
grammar, Hattie expressed her distaste for such behavior as 
she wrote to Nina: "Oh the mean truckling, obsequient spirit, 
which many of those who in our prosperity were the best 
Southerners now showing, it makes my blood boil, blessed are
the dead, they at least are noble."1 Although Hattie stopped 
short of expressing gratitude that Lloyd and Charlie could 
not see the results of their loyalty to the Confederacy, such
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a thought does seem to have been in her mind.
With armed hostilities at an end, a return to Winchester 
became more and more of a possibility. The Powells, who for 
years had yearned for a settled home where they could live as 
a family, now sought to make this dream a reality. Teaching 
would continue to be the basis of their livelihood as they 
established their household once again. Economic 
difficulties caused them to settle in Alexandria rather than 
in Winchester, as they could live on Lloyd property and 
reduce their expenditures. Charles and Selina made efforts 
to establish another seminary with Hattie's assistance, but 
Nina and Rebecca continued to work as private tutors. In an 
attempt to bring them together more quickly, Hattie wrote to 
Nina in September 1865: "Pa seems to think he can't get along
the first few days of school without you at all."8 Rebecca 
continued to feel that she was more likely to find success 
independently, in spite of her desires to join her parents in 
Alexandria. She wrote in the same month:
The family prospects are still too 
uncertain to justify me in hesitating 
as to my own course & so I wrote to Mr.
Cabell . . . telling him I would return
to him the 1st of October. I told him 
at the same time that I would prefer 
only forming an engagement until the
middle or [end] of February.9
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By the first part of 1866, Hattie and Nina had apparently 
traded positions in the family economy, as Hattie returned to 
tutoring and looked to Nina for information about the family. 
Charles and Selina's new school seems to have had little 
success at this point, as in February 1866 Hattie wrote: "I
am sorry Father has had no more scholars, does young Neale
still come."10 Her own position was more secure, although as 
usual the subject matter of the lessons was dictated by a 
combination of her employer's wishes and facilities. To 
Nina, she wrote: "I don't know how I am to teach music here,
for they have no piano, nothing has been said about it.n11 A 
few weeks later, however, her success as a teacher for one of 
the families still experiencing prosperity was marked by 
increased responsibilities, "I expect I shall get some more 
scholars in a short time perhaps five or .six more & then I 
shall be kept very busy & I am very much afraid Mrs. H. will
get a piano."12 Although Charles and Selina were now in a 
more settled environment, economics necessitated a continued 
separation.
By March of 1866, Charles and Selina began to experience 
some limited success. To Rebecca, Selina wrote: "The school
numbers 9 now— so you see we advance slowly."13 Although they 
were able to obtain an income from a school of small 
proportions, such an endeavor hardly compared to the success
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of their seminary in Winchester and did not solve their 
financial problems. Money from the school and boarders was 
added to proceeds from the sale of some of their Illinois 
lands, but the sum went to pay interest on debts rather than
household expenses.14 The five surviving Powells still lacked 
a unified household, as one or more of the daughters was 
regularly employed by other households for the next several 
years. Even by the end of the decade, they had failed to 
establish a school which would support them all. In 18 69, 
Rebecca wrote to Nina: "Ma says do you think Lewis would suit
Papa as a teacher next year, if you do, find out what his 
prospects & intentions are for next year, & what salary he
gets in Leesburg."15 Although the new school must have 
attracted a significant number of students to enable the 
Powells to hire an additional teacher, the daughters must 
have felt that more opportunities were available to them as 
private tutors.
Throughout the South, more and more young women were 
beginning to agree with the Powells that traditional patterns 
of familial support were no longer feasible. The accepted 
paradigm for family models changed after the war, as with 
increased economic competition the family moved closer to the 
nuclear concept that today is considered traditional. Higher 
rates of migration meant that single family members 
associated with a wider variety of people and were therefore
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more likely to interact socially and professionally with non­
family members. Stow Persons sees the postbellum family as 
an economic unit designed to prepare children for independent
lives rather than as the center of social identity.16 No 
longer viable was the concept that, "Work was considered 
admirable only when it was directed to the care and love of
others, not toward herself."17 Although women used their work 
to support their families, the resultant financial 
contribution distinguished such efforts from the antebellum 
ideal of benevolent or philanthropic work. As one of Nina's 
friends wrote shortly after the war: "We will all now I
suppose be compelled to make an effort toward our own 
support. I expect to have a school at home this winter if I
can get a sufficient number of scholars to compensate one."18 
Many women were not enthusiastic about the prospects of 
earning their own livings, but economic exigencies 
overwhelmed individual preferences.
Women who entered the workforce did not do so in the 
same manner as their brothers. Just as educational methods 
had differed before the war, post-war employment was divided 
along gender lines. Acceptable jobs for women were derived 
from traditional tasks and skills. Many older women took in 
boarders, but for younger women the only respectable means of 
income was a teaching career. As a result, the Powells now
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found themselves joined by an ever-increasing number of 
female* teachers. "Like making yarn and spinning cloth, which 
American women generally regarded as their domestic work 
before the growth of industrial establishments, teaching 
young children had been a domestic activity before its
’industrialization’ into schools," writes Melder.19 Society 
could approve of such activities, since they appeared to be 
simply an extension of housewifery and motherhood.
Increased female employment, combined with the longterm 
effects of seminary education, redirected societal attempts 
to maintain antebellum gender roles. The increased number of 
educated women provided a fresh supply of teachers to take 
the places of men killed or wounded in the war. Melder notes 
the unexpected ramifications of the seminary, when he writes: 
"Although their primary purpose was not teacher 
training . . . they demonstrated that females could be
competent instructors in a formal, institutional setting."20 
Older pupils had often assisted in schoolroom tasks, gaining 
some background in instruction. Educated women, like their 
male counterparts, drew upon those years for their forays 
into money-making ventures. According to one study of women 
in. the postbellum educational system: "Hundreds of the most
cultivated women, many of the widows, daughters, and sisters 
of men once eminent in civil and military affairs before and 
during the great conflict, found their way into the
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schoolroom. 1,21 The Powells had considered that employment 
lowered their social standing, but now that landed wealth was 
no longer a reliable determinant of status, women from the 
best families joined them in their livelihood. By teaching 
others like themselves, these women established a use for 
their earlier studies outside of the parlor, nursery, and 
larder.
The financial rewards of such employment, while limited, 
did offer an opportunity for tangible contributions to a 
family budget, if not independence itself. As teachers in 
other households, Hattie, Nina, and Rebecca would have been 
able to supplement the family income while boarding with 
their employers. Although their financial resources and 
those of other women like them would have been limited, 
teaching provided a measure of economic and social self- 
determination. Like the practice of paying visits before the 
war, one scholar asserts, employment was "a time of relative 
independence between the domestic duties of the daughter at 
home and the equally dependent station of the married woman
in her husband's home."22 Women earned significantly less 
than male teachers, but their new status as wage-earners gave
them an altered form of leverage within their families.23 
Seminary founders like Charles Powell may well have intended 
to reinforce conventional standards of behavior, but
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increased education also granted wider opportunities when 
society was ready to countenance such behavior.
In 1867, the Powell household changed once again when 
Hattie married a minister named Smoot and moved away 
permanently. Even when she was employed elsewhere, she had 
been considered a junior member of her mother's household.
Now she would manage her husband's home, and the opportunity 
for the Powells to gather under one roof had passed.
Although the family was very fond of Hattie's husband, they 
felt her absence quite keenly. In consolation, one of Nina's 
friends wrote: "I am sure you all miss Sister Hat very
sorely, but I hope she will realize much happiness in the new
relation which she has entered into... Present my love and
congratulations to her, and tell her not to forget old
friends, since she has found a new & dearer one."24 Hattie's
health seems to have been weak; at one point her parents had 
encouraged her not to teach, and shortly after her marriage, 
her grandmother advised her to rely on her husband rather
than tax her strength.25 Early in 1869 she was confined to 
bed for several weeks, and in the summer of 1870, she died in
childbirth.26 Although Charles and Selina had already lost 
one child to cholera and two to the war, Hattie's death was 
the first to elicit numerous expressions of sorrow from 
friends and family. In some ways, this is not surprising, as
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Minna had been quite young when she died, and both Lloyd and 
Charlie had spent a decade away from home and were not well 
known in Virginia. Still, the change in expression of 
sentiment is notable. Both Selina and Nina received numerous 
letters of consolation from family and friends. Selina's 
sister-in-law wrote:
It is one of a Mother's greatest trials, 
that she cannot shield those she loves 
from sorrow, & her Merciful Heavenly 
Father may have seen in her future if 
she had lived much that could have been
averted only by taking his child home.27
Nina received a letter from one of her cousins, who wrote: 
"Nina you don't know how loving she always was to me & I feel
I have lost a great deal of love."28 Hattie's marriage and 
death marked the end of the Powells' hopes for a unified 
home.
The household continued to dissolve as Nina married a 
minister named Sewall Hepburn in 1871. After her marriage, 
Nina lived a largely traditional life as a wife and mother. 
Her friends, upon hearing of her engagement, expressed a 
combination of joy and disappointment at the news. One 
friend wrote to Nina:
I am afraid sometimes, that I try to
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tease you too much about your engage­
ment, and I do not intend to do it any 
more; for your sake I will try to gain 
his friendship and so think of having
two instead of one.29
This second betrothal, however, did not encounter the 
opposition that had developed to Nina's earlier wartime 
connection. The dismay that her friends and family now 
articulated was based on anticipation of her absence rather 
than uncertainty as to her economic well-being. Sue Grady, a 
cousin, wrote:
I was so glad to hear, dear Nina, that 
you were soon to be married to such a 
charming young minister. Mother heard 
that at college he was considered as 
intellectual as pious, so we think (as 
well as you) that he must be just the 
right lover to make an appreciative 
husband of such a sweet gentle wife as
you will b e .30
By the time Nina married Sewall Hepburn, she was twenty-nine 
years old. While her family and friends seemed genuinely 
happy for her marriage, they may also have become less 
concerned with her husband's social status as the years 
passed. Wartime casualties caused a severe reduction in the 
numbers of men who could have been considered eligible before 
the war, and nearly any marriage may have become acceptable
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for a woman of Nina's age and precarious economic situation.
Marriage to Sewall Hepburn, however, would not have 
resulted in any loss of status. Originally from Kent County, 
Maryland, he had attended the Virginia Theological Seminary
from 1866 to 1869 and was ordained in 1871.3i His first 
parish was in Loudoun County, followed by a residence in his 
home county. From 1881 to 1906, he ran a parish in Hanover 
County, and in 1906 he and Nina returned to Maryland to
retire.32 His letters to Rebecca are well-written and betray 
a lively sense of humor. After the birth of one of his sons 
in 187 6, he wrote:
We haven't yet been able to name him.
In fact I am so much disgusted, that 
he is a boy, that I have scarcely taken 
the trouble to think of a name for him.
I think I shall have to call him Omega, 
to signify my hope that he is the last
bo y .33
In spite of this jocular reference, Sewall Hepburn was the 
sort of husband Selina Powell desired for her daughters. 
Shortly after Nina and Sewall were married, Selina wrote: "I
feel thankful that you are the wife of so good a man, who is
sincerely attatched to you & whom you love so much."34
Selina Powell had always attempted to direct her 
children's lives even when they were apart, from providing
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advice on social deportment during the war to correcting 
Nina's spelling in her letters. This trend continued after 
Nina's marriage. Although many might have considered a 
twenty-nine-year-old married woman to be capable of making 
her own decisions about her family and household, Selina 
continued to give very detailed advice to her youngest 
daughter. In April 1871, within a few weeks of the wedding, 
Selina wrote: "By the way, you ought not to call him Sewall
but Mr. Hepburn— that is more respectful for a Husband & a
Minister."35 According to Frank Hopkins Hepburn, Nina obeyed 
this injunction throughout her married life. Rebecca, 
however, continued to address her brother-in-law by his first
name.36 In June 1871, as Selina was preparing to visit Nina
and Sewall at their home in Loudoun County, she wrote:
W[oul]d you like to have a blanket. I 
can bring it just as easily as not & 
you must speak out just as if you were 
at home You and Sewall are both mine 
now . . .  I enclose you darling ten 
dollars to get any little thing you 
may need or think I may need.37
Two months later, after a prolonged period of ill health,
Selina died, leaving the mantle of adviser to Rebecca. In 
spite of the fact that she had no children of her own,
Rebecca provided her younger sister with advice on postpartum
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recovery, raising children, and housekeeping. Nina Powell 
Hepburn had five children: Charles; Sewall; Lloyd; Selina; 
and Thomas Norval, later the father of actress Katharine
Hepburn.38 Sewall Hepburn’s living as an Episcopal minister 
seems to have supported them satisfactorily, for after her 
marriage Nina never sought employment outside her home.
While Nina exemplified the traditional life pattern of a 
Southern woman, Rebecca Powell became an example of the "new 
spinster" whose career enabled her to explore the world 
outside the confines of the home. In the late nineteenth 
century, a growing number of women eschewed traditional roles 
by actively choosing to remain unmarried. Historians Ruth 
Freeman and Patricia Klaus assert that such women considered 
marriage an option rather than a necessity, and write: "No
longer reclusive, useless, and embittered, the new spinster
led an outgoing, productive life."39 Rebecca had declined at 
least one offer of marriage during the war, and her later 
letters are filled with stories of her career and travels
rather than with lamentations of her unmarried state.40 To 
Nina, she wrote of a visit to Baltimore: "I went over . . .
taking Fannie Smoot with me to visit the Art Exhibition which 
I was anxious to see . . .  & enjoyed the Pictures & other
beautiful things very much indeed."41 She also developed an 
avid interest in politics, writing of an 1880 Virginia
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election in which the Democratic candidate narrowly defeated 
his Republican-Readjustor opponent*.
It is astonishing how so exciting an 
election can take place, & create a 
mere ripple on the surface of society,
& how quickly even this subsides & 
things fall back into their usual 
routine. We . . . rejoice very much
at Mahane1s [sic] discomfiture, & 
hope the readjustors [sic] will give
us no more trouble in Va.42
Rebecca's employment brought her greater economic freedom, 
and as an unmarried woman she had more free time than a woman 
required to raise a family and manage a large household.
After her mother's death, Rebecca assumed control of the 
household and the school, which was reorganized as the 
Arlington Institute. Like Mr. & Mrs. Charles L. Powell's 
Female Seminary, the Arlington Institute attracted the 
members of the old Virginia aristocracy. George Washington 
Custis Lee enrolled his daughter in the school, as did 
Fitzhugh Lee. Bills and official correspondence, addressed 
to Rebecca rather than to Charles, suggest that she was the
academy's proprietor.43 The school building belonged to the 
Lloyd family rather than the Powells, and tax records filed 
under Charles' name show that in 1871 he and Rebecca owned
little property other than a carriage and two watches.44 Over
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the next twenty-five years, they acquired $1200 worth of 
bonds and $1655 in savings, but their aggregate income does 
not seem to have increased sufficiently to alter their style 
of living. Rebecca's efforts with the academy were 
successful, however, for she and her father were not among
Alexandria's many insolvent taxpayers in 1896.45 Most notably 
lacking are duties on books and pianos, since one of the 
subjects offered at the Arlington Institute was piano 
lessons. Books owned by licensed academies were not taxable; 
the family's personal volumes may have been attributed to the 
school in order to reduce the amount of personal property
considered dutiable.46
By 187 6, twenty-one students were enrolled in the
seminary in a combination of day scholars and boarders.47 
Although catalogs for the Arlington Institute are not 
available, the curriculum seems to have followed traditional 
patterns. In 1880, Rebecca noted that:
I would be perfectly willing for Hallie 
to begin French if I thought it good for 
her, but really, she has just as much as 
she can do now. She has no knowledge of 
History . . . She is getting along
nicely with her Music.48
Apparently, Rebecca continued to instruct her students in the
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’ t
spectrum of subjects considered essential for antebellum 
Southern ladies. 1
Her goals for her students, however, were not identical 
to those espoused by her parents at the academy in 
Winchester. They had expected their students to become 
accomplished young ladies who would marry suitable men and 
continue to depend on others for their support. Unlike her 
mother, Rebecca was not married and could not depend on a 
husband for assistance. Her students lived in a world where 
many would need to support themselves, whether temporarily or 
permanently, and as their teacher she considered it her duty 
to provide them with the skills necessary for economic 
survival. Like many of her own contemporaries, a number of 
Rebecca’s students planned teaching careers. To assist them, 
Rebecca encouraged these students to develop abilities which 
would make them desirable teachers. Of her decision to end 
Hallie Beck’s studies in French, she wrote:
You know a French teacher must have a 
thorough knowledge of the language, but 
people often want their children taught 
the rudiments of Latin, & one who has 
studied the Latin grammar thoroughly, 
can teach that very well.49
As a single woman living off of her own income, Rebecca 
Powell was very much aware of the need to earn a living. As
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potential teachers, her students were still being directed 
into traditionally acceptable roles for women. By preparing 
them to enter the workforce, however, Rebecca contributed to 
the shift in societal attitudes toward working women.
The Arlington Institute may have incorporated new ideas 
about female employment, but as an elite seminary it was 
essentially the traditional sort of institution that E.
Merton Coulter believes to have vanished after the war.50 By 
the 1870s, however, academies were experiencing competition 
from a new quarter. Public schools had been a Northern 
institution for decades, but not until after the Civil War 
did they become an accepted part of education for much of the 
South. In 1867, George Peabody donated a sum of money to 
promote public school education in the South, to be allocated 
to the states based on indigenous efforts to raise the
quality of common schools.51 Centered in Staunton, the 
Peabody Fund granted the largest amount to Virginia 
schools--$18,000 in 1868 and 1869, Although public school fu 
nds routinely did not reach the schools themselves, by 1880 
the Readjusters who roused Rebecca's ire had come to power 
and enacted liberal legislation including more generous
appropriations to public schools.52 Prior to the war, the few 
public schools that existed were solely for the children of 
the poor and were scorned for the inferior education
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provided. By the postbellum era, however, the Underwood 
Constitution of 1870 had mandated a public school system, and 
William Henry Ruffner had been appointed superintendent of
public instruction.53 Ruffner advocated education for all, 
regardless of race or economic status, and in a defense of 
the public system, wrote:
It is as much our duty to shut up 
colleges, theological seminaries, 
private schools— yes, and mission 
schools— as it is to close the public 
schools; for the cost of all forms of 
education, at home and abroad, comes 
out of the people . . . unless we
propose to abolish education wholly 
we must employ the public system, 
because we are too poor to do without 
it .54
By encouraging local support, the Peabody Fund gave new 
credibility to public schools. In turn, these schools 
created a new need for teachers and new employment for
impoverished women.55 Academies such as Rebecca Powell's 
Arlington Institute now had to compete with this new idea of 
universal education as well as with more traditional 
establishments, but recent graduates of seminaries could 
expect a greater spectrum of opportunities from the growing 
number of schools.
Although she had no children of her own, Rebecca was
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very close to Nina's children. Charles and Lloyd Hepburn, 
her two eldest nephews, corresponded with her about their 
experiences in school and asked for advice about their 
younger sister's education. While attending William and 
Mary, Lloyd Hepburn wrote:
If you can do it I should think you would 
much prefer keeping your little home 
especially now that you have gone to so 
much trouble and pains and gotten such a 
sweet little one. I wish I could board
with you and do your odd jobs and be a
son as well as a nephew.56
Rebecca had closed the Arlington Institute to care for her
father, who died in 1896. Lloyd Hepburn worried about his
aunt's feelings of isolation and wrote: "I am afraid that you 
have felt very lonely at times and may possibly have thought 
that you were in some way cut off from the rest of 
us . ..though we don't live together, you are as near and dear
to us as if we did."57 Rebecca did, however, pay frequent 
visits to the Hepburns, and according to Frank Hepburn 
Hopkins, she continued her interests in politics and public
issues in spite of a lack of female suffrage.58 Lloyd 
Hepburn’s concern was probably an expression of traditional 
societal pity for spinsters, for Rebecca's letters reveal 
nothing but contentment with her life.
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Although the Powells had hoped that the end of the war 
would enable them to gather under one roof as a cohesive 
household, this dream was never satisfactorily realized. 
Economic necessity kept them apart for several years, and 
marriage and death brought an end to the family structure 
they had considered basic for four decades. While the Powell 
daughters had been employed earlier than most elite Southern 
women, their status as teachers gave them a definite niche in 
society after the war. The Arlington Institute was a 
traditional establishment just as teaching was a logical 
extension of traditional female activities, but Rebecca 
Powell used her income and interests to propel herself beyond 
the expected behavior of spinsters. As one of Freeman and 
Klaus's "new spinsters," Rebecca's life contrasted sharply 
with the tradition of motherhood and domesticity that society 
had long espoused and to which her sister Nina returned after 
ten years of teaching. The years after the Civil War, marked 
by economic upheaval and readjustment, saw a growing number 
of women propelled into the workforce in an attempt to 
maintain personal and familial financial stability. While 
society attempted to channel such efforts into avenues that 
were public extensions of domestic activities, many women 
began to take advantage of newly available opportunities. By 
drawing on the skills and knowledge provided by a seminary 
education, women gained more leeway in determining the
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courses of their own lives.
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CONCLUSION
Rebecca Powell was fortunate that the majority of her 
spinsterhood came after the war. A half-century earlier, she 
would have most likely had to live with a married sibling 
after her parents were unable to support her. Although as an 
impoverished gentlewoman she would have been able to operate 
a school, she would not have been able to travel and would 
have been less able to develop an interest in politics. 
Similarly, she would have been unlikely to suggest that any 
of her students enter the workforce, since intentionally to 
encourage continued deviance from societal strictures would 
have been unthinkable. By the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century, however, much had changed. Increased numbers of 
women, employed outside the home, forced a re-evaluation of 
traditional gender roles. As more and more women experienced 
economic freedom, isolation within the home became 
increasingly unacceptable. Society did not instigate these 
changes in feminine behavior; rather, these changes were 
forced upon Southern society by physical dislocation during 
the war and financial instability during the postbellum era.
Selina Powell's wartime instructions concerning conduct
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and deportment were attempts to maintain antebellum community 
standards in spite of the dissolution of their home and 
routine network. The uncertainty of wartime conditions did 
not provide a new code of behavior for women who lacked the 
traditional support of their families, so that the only means 
of maintaining respectability was by the strictest possible 
adherence to the feminine ideal. Refugees were forced into 
the larger world, but by settling in their employers' homes, 
the Powell daughters were able to recreate the isolation 
advocated by definitions of feminine behavior. By drawing 
upon women's traditional duties as teachers of small 
children, they were able to fabricate a way of life which 
mirrored tradition. Their desire to remain ladies and their 
status as employees resulted in tension as they attempted to 
bridge the customary roles assigned to women of different 
economic classes.
Although the end of the war did not result in an end to 
female exile from the home for the Powells or for many other 
women, antebellum standards of conduct continued to be touted 
as the norm. Schoolteaching, once an acceptable source of 
income for gentlemen of reduced circumstances, had expanded 
to become an occupation for women in need of employment.
While such employment was originally acceptable because of 
its roots in motherhood, financial independence caused women 
actively to pursue such ventures. Society had not intended
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that the economic devastation of the Civil War should result 
in a new idea of autonomy for women, but as this independence 
developed and became more common, society was forced to 
accept and eventually approve such behavior. New standards 
of behavior began to emerge, not to aid women in adapting to 
changing conditions, but to provide societal endorsement of 
changes that had already occurred. The Powells participated 
in this process as necessitated by their economic situation, 
and their alternating resistance to and acceptance of their 
status as employees provides a view of society's changing 
attitudes toward working women.
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